Dated: 24-5-1997
Dear Shri
I had sent a brief report to you on the Rumtek situation on 18.12.96. Taking
into account recent developments I have carried out a more detailed
assessment outlining possible options before us. I am sending herewith this
assessment for your kind perusal. I am endorsing copies of this both to the
DIB and the Chairman, JIC, with whom I have discussed this matter.
Yours sincerely,
Sd/(K. Shreedhar Rao)

Shri T.S.R. Subramanian,
Cabinet Secretary,
Government of India ,
New Delhi

A REPORT ON RUMTEK MONASTERY - SIKKIM

The controversy regarding the reincarnation of the seventeenth Gyalwa
Karmapa has been persisting ever since 1992. Recently, the arrival of the
Karmapa, recognised by the Shamar Rinpoche faction, in Kalimpong
(Darjeeling District) has caused considerable apprehension among the
members of the Joint Action Committee in Sikkim who have been
advocating the cause of the Karmapa reincarnation in Tibet, recognised by
the Tai Situ Rinpoche group. There are reports to indicate that the Joint
Action Committee is planning to send a delegation to Tibet in an effort to
bring the Karmapa incarnate from Tibet to Rumtek. This group is being
supported by Lamas not only from the Rumtek Monastery but also
reportedly by Lamas from Phudong, Ralang, and even Pemayangtse
monastery even though the Pemayangtse monastery does not belong to the
Karmapa sect. These developments have made it necessaary to
comphrehensively assess the matter in order to develop a suitable strategy to
deal with the emerging situation.
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GENESIS OF THE PROBLEM
On the demise of the sixteenth Karmapa in 1981, the affairs of the Rumtek
monastery were managed by four regents, namely, Tai Situ Rinpoche,
Jamgon Kongtrul Rinpoche, Tsurpu Gyaltsab Rinpoche and Shamar
Rinpoche. Of these four regents, Shamar Rinpoche being related to the
sixteenth Karmapa is believed to be a higher reincarnate Lama occupying a
position next only to the Karmapa himself, whereas the other regents occupy
lower position in heirarchy. While the monastery affairs with respect to
religious practices were to be looked after by these four regents, the temporal
affairs of the monastery were to be looked after by a trust. Before the demise
of the sixteenth Karmapa he was the sole trustee and after his demise, a body
of seven trustees was constituted and duly registered to manage the affairs of
the monastery and its property. Shamar Rinpoche, Tai Situ Rinpoche,
Jamgon Kongtrul Rinpoche and Jigdal Densapa (a former Additional Chief
Secretary of Govt. of Sikkim), Mr. Gyaltshen (another ex-beurocrat), Tobga
Yulgyal from Bhutan, a representative of Dabur and Company and Gyan
Jyoti from Nepal were all the trustees. This body of trustees used to meet
regularly after the demise of the Gyalwa Karmapa and the affairs of the
monastery and its properties were being administered in an organised
manner. This trust consisting of the above mentioned trustees continues to
exist and has been as mentioned above, duly registered in India.
The task of finding the seventeenth reincarnate Gyalwa Karmapa however,
was the collective responsibility of the four regents mentioned above.
In March 1992, Tai Situ Rinpoche appears to have declared that the letter of
prediction about the reincarnation left behind by the Gyalwa Karmapa has
been found and the regents should take action to find the reincarnation in
accordance with the letter. The regents had apparently met and studied the
letter and informed some lay people as also the trustees of the discovery.
However, it is reported that even at that point of time the authenticity of the
letter was questioned by some of the trustees and more particularly by
Shamar Rinpoche who had pointed out that the letter was not in the
handwriting of the sixteenth Gyalwa Karmapa, that there are a number of
grammatical and other errors and there could be doubts whether the letter
was written prior to the demise of the sixteenth Gyalwa Karmapa. It appears
that in view of this doubt the regents resolved to consider the matter further
and postponed a decision on the idenitifcation of the reincarnation for about
seven months. In fact a demand seems to have been raised that this letter
supposedly left behind by the sixteenth Karmapa whould be subjected to a
forensic test but Tai Situ was evasive about this.
In spite of the agreed waiting period mentioned above, taking advantage of
the absence of Shamar Rinpoche, the Tai Situ group seems to have organised
an expedition to Tibet to identify the reincarnation. This was a violation of
the collective responsibility that had been cast upon the four regents to find
the reincarnation. In the meanwhile one of the regents, namely, Jamgon
Kongtrul met with an accident and died under allegedly suspicious
circumstances. It is also alleged that the Government of Sikkim did not
conduct a proper inquiry linto the matter. Normally, the identification of a
reincarnation is apparently a fairly detailed and lengthy procedure involving
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a number of tests. Reportedly the whole identification in Tibet was carried
through in Tibet within a very short while and the reincarnation was taken
from the village Bakor in the Kham province of Tibet, where the
identification took place, to Lhasa and then on to Tsurpu monastery, the
original seat of the Karmapa and formally installed with the active assistance
of the Chinese authorities. It is also reported that the reincarnation
accompanied by Tai Situ Rinpoche was given a highly visible, ostentatious
reception by the Chinese in Lhasa as well as in the Tsurpu monastery.
Having installed the reincarnate in Tsurpu monastery, a mesasge was went
to His Holiness the Dalai Lama who was then in Brazil attentding the Rio
Earth Summit. The Dalai Lama aceepted the discovery as the reincarnation
of the sixteenth Gyalwa Karmapa possibly because it was claimed that the
reincarnation had been identified unanimously and there was no controversy
whatsoever.
The reason as to why His Holiness the Dalai Lama approved the
reincarnation in a hurried manner and that also without adequate evidence
and proper verification needs to be analysed. It is possible that a small
coterie around him had been influenced by the Chinese. This belief is
reinforced by the fact that this small group has influenced His Holiness to
continue to suport the Tai Situ group even though the Dalai Lama himself
has been briefed about the controversy and the lack of unanimty with respect
to the reincarnation. The second explanation could be that Dalai Lama was at
that point of time carrying on delicate negotiations with the Chinese with
repsect to Tibet and he was influenced to think that such a recognition may
go in his favour during his further discussions with the Chinese. A third
explanation put forth by the religiously inclined is that the Dala Lama heads
the Geluk Sect which is not favourably inclined towards the Kagyu sect,
particularly because of the growing influence of the Kagyu sect. (After the
establishment of the Dharma Chakra Centre in Rumtek in the early 1960, the
Karmapa sect has opened not less than 600 centres all over the world). The
fourth explanation is theat the recognition given by the Dalai lama is not a
religious recognition but basically a temporal act placing the Karmapa in a
heirarchy next to the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama. It is an act which
need not be given any religious significance. While this matter needs to be
studied in more detail, what is important to note is that following the
recognition of the Karmapa in Tibet and its approval by the Dalai Lama, the
Peoples’ Republic of China put their seal of apporoval on the reincarnation.
This is perhaps the first time that the Peoples’ Republic of China has given
such an approval and is possibly calculated to demonstrate to the world the
decisive say that the Peoples’ Republic of China have in the affairs of the
Tibet both spiritual and temporal.
It would appear from the above analysis that the Tai Situ Rinpoche group
has managed to get their candidate approved by the Dalai Lama as welll as
the PRC in spite of the fact that there were fundamental doubts about the
correctness of the so called instruction left behind by the sixteenth Gyalwa
Karmapa. Since then the Tai Situ Rinpoche group has been influencing local
opinion in Sikkim to continuosly pressurise the authorities for bringing the
Karmapa reincarnate to Rumtek and formally install him in the monastery.
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THE CHINESE CONNECTION AND ROLE OF TAI SITU RINPOCHE
It would appear from the above that Tai Situ Rinpoche group had wittingly
or unwittingly played into the hands of the Chinese. However, reports
indicate that the Tai Situ, who is a Tibetan national, had been visiting Tibet
on and off and in 1984-85 he travelled extemsively and drafted a programme
for so-called development of his country.. He records that “at the end of
1984 and beginning of 1985, I visited for four months my country (meaning
China) after 26 years abroad and travelled to the areas of Citron, Tsongol,
Gangsheo, Yunnan and Shingkjang.” The development programmes includes
education, health care, culture, handicrafts, increase in income and living
standards etc. What is noteworthy is that throughout his report he talks about
friendly connections between the Chinese and the people of other countries,
study of the Chinese language and study of Chinese medicine. He talks about
Chinese in the most friendly terms referring to the Chinese as Chinese
brothers. He talks about Chinese brothers living abroad as well. He talks
about the autonomous region of Tibet and indicates that his plan has the
honest intention to benefit the people of China and in particular the
autonomous region of Tibet, Sitron, Yunnan, Gangshuo etc. He profusely
thanks the two leaders of China namely, Hu Yao ban and Deng Xiao peng as
welll as other leaders of China for their excellent political stance. The report
of Tai Situ Rinpoche is addressed to the Director of Chinese Communist
Government. All this indicates that Tai Situ had built up a good relationship
with the Chinese, possibly from 1984.
It would be appropriate to consider the Chinese interest in this entire matter
at this stage. From the time of the Chinese occupation and indeed after the
departure of the Dalai Lama from Tibet, the Chinese have been
strengthening their control over Tibet in a variety of ways. Apart from the
well established efforts to reduce the religious influence of the Dalai Lama
and changing the demographic composition of Tibet by large scale influx of
Han Chinese into Tibet, it would appear that China having got their own
Panchen Lama, have by formally recognising the seventeenth Gyalwa
Karmapa extended their control ove the religious consciousness of the
Tibetans. It is also very much possible that the Chinese are preapring to get
themselves into a position of strength in the post Dalai Lama Tibet. It is not
inconceivable that having established their right to recognise the
reincarnates, the Chinese would not hesitate to identify the successor to the
present Dalai Lama when the time comes. This would complete their hold on
the religious consciousness of the Tibetans both within and outside Tibet.
The Chinese may not attach too great an importance to the declaration by the
Dalai Lama that there will be no more reincarnation of His Holiness. It is
improtant from our pooint of view to take note of this. It is also important to
note that along the entire Himlayann belt, right from Ladakh to Arunachal
Pradesh, the influence of Tibetan Lamaisitic Buddhism is extensive with a
string of monasteries. It is reported that the Chinese have been making
efforts to penertrate into these monasterises and as of now, no less than
eleven monasteries are headed by Lamas who can be considered as proteges
of China. It would be most undesireable to allow the Cghinese to extend
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their influence in this manner and it is in this context that the present
situation in Rumtek needs to be carefully viewed.

THE CONTENDING PARTIES
It has been mentioned above that while the regents who are responsible for
the religious affairs of Rumtek, it is the trustees who are really the inheritors
of the trust constituted by the late sixteenth Gyalwa Karmapa. No doubt,
three out of four regents were members of the trust and with one of them
dying in an accident only two namely, Tai Situ Rinpoche and Shamar
Rinpoche continue to be members of the trust.
After the so-called discovery of the reincarnate in Tibet, Tai Situ Rinpoche
has been avoiding attending the trust meeting and in any case after 1993, he
has not been permitted to enter India. He therefore seems to operate through
Gyaltseb Rinpoche who continues to be in Rumtek. For some strange
reasons, though he is also aTibetan refgugee (as indeed are Tai Situ
Rinpoche and Shamar Rinpoche), Gyaltsab’s permit to remain in Sikkim is
renewed by the State Government year after year whereas Shamar Rinpoche
has not been allowed to enter Sikkim for some time now.
A group of individuals consisting of Kunzang Sherab, an ex-beaurocrat not
particularly known for integrity or efficiency and who for some time was the
Secretary of the Ecclesiastical Department of the Government of Sikkim,
Namkha Gylatsen, an MLA who represents the Sangha constitutency, Sonam
Topden, brother of Mr. Karma Topden, Member of Parliament and few
others have formed a Joint Action Committee and have been keeping the
issue alive and influencing the local population in Sikkim to subscribe to the
view that the reincarnated Karmapa in Tibet is the only real incarnate. They
have been able to capture the loyalty of the local Bhutia Lepcha population
to a large extent because of the fact that they do not hesitate to use strong
arm tactics where necessary. They are also supported by some local
politicians such as Thuckchuk Lachungpa who is currently with the
Congress but was earlier with the Sikkim Sangram Parishad and who
specialises in agitational politics. It is also primarily to this Joint Action
Committee that an ugly situation was created in Rumtek monastery itself as
a consequence of which the two groups fought each other and the group of
Lamas owing allegience to Shamar Rinpoche was physically thrown out of
Rumtek monastery. This group of Lamas have been given shelter near the
monastery but have not been allowed to enter the monastery itself. The
presence of Gyaltseb Rinpoche and the fact that the group owing allegience
to Tai Situ Rinpoche is in physical possession of the monastery has enable
them to claim that the monastery already belongs to the seventeenth Gyalwa
Karmapa reincarnate from Tibet and he sould be brought from Tibet and be
enthroned in Rumtek. The Joint Action Committee keeps issuing pamphlets,
monograms, cassettes all calculated to estalish that the Tibetan reincarnation
is the only corrct reincarnation. This propoaganda has no doubt had an
impact on the local population. It needs also to be highlighted that the local
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bureaucracy and the police have also been heavily influenced by this strong
propaganda. Attempts by the Shamar Rinpoche’s followers to enter the
monastery even for the purpose of worship have been beaten back by use of
force by the group in occupation of the monastery.
As mentioned before, a legally established trust exists and it was
functioning in a normal fashion until the controversy erupted in 1992. Even
thereafter, in spite of the trust being for all practical purposes boycotted by
Tai Situ Rinpoche, the trust continued to meet right uptil 1995. The
resolutions taken by the trust from time to time have appealed for
moderation, for settlement of dispute by adopting the middle path and
dialogue. The efforts of the trust for bringing about a rapprochement have
been dismissed somewhatderisively by the Joint Action Committee possibly
inspired by the Tai Situ group. In fact the Joint Action Committee seems to
have organised something called an International Kagyu gathering and had
gone to the extent of calling for the resignation of the trustees. They also
made an effort to replace the present trustees with a trust of their own but
this was not successful.. Because of the possession of the monastery by the
Tai Situ Group, the trustees have not been able to occupy their official
position within the monastery nor have they been able to perform their
functions in a proper manner.

ROLE OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT
It has been reported that the then Chief Minister Sri Nar Bahadur Bhandari
had developed links with Tai Situ Rinpoche and his attitude towards the
Rumtek controversy was to a large extent influence by the Tai Situ group.
Reports also indicate that his election campaign was financed by Tai Situ
Rinpoche. It is possible that Sri Bhandari wanted to keep his hold over the
Bhutia/Lepcha voters who he thought were inclined towards the Tai Situ
group. Bhandari’s own political history indicates that he was opposed to the
merger of Sikkim with India and he has not hesitated from taking anti India
stances whenever it suits his political convenience.
What needs to be highlighted however is that when the controversy erupted
and developed into a law and order problem, the Sikkim Govt. officers who
went to the monsatery to control what was basically a law and order situation
seem to have exceeded their authority. Whether they did this because of
express instructions by Sri Bhandari or not is unclear, but having arrived on
the site to control the situation created by warring groups of lamas aided
generously by outside elements reportedly gathered by the members of the
Jaoint Action Committee, the then Home Secretary and the Inspector
General of Police seem to have also got hold of the keys to the monastery.
The did not take care to make an inventory of the articles in the monastery.
What is more important is that the keys were handed over not to the duly
constituted trust or to any member of the trust but to the Tai Situ group. By
this act of the State Govt., intentionally or otherwise, the State Govt. handed
over the possession of the monastery to the Tai Situ Rinpoche group who
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since then are prohibiting the other group from entering the monastery. The
trustees have not been able to enter the monastery either and perform their
duties and have been writing to the State Govt. to take corrective action in
the matter and the Shamar Rinpoche has also been trying to impress upon the
Govt. that they should also be given access to the monasstery. An attempt
was no doubt made to get the monks of the Shamar group back into the
monastery but in the face of violent opposition from the Tai Situ group from
within the monastery, the attempt was given up. The trustees have not met
after 1995 but the Shamar group is now attempting to take recourse to legal
remedies. The State Govt. has received two notices from the legal firm M/S
Dada Chandji asking for restoration of possession of the monastery and its
properties giving a list of articles that are supposed to be a part of the
monastery. On the expiry of the statutary period it is possible that the matter
may also be taken formally to a court of Law. The Joint Action Committee is
now stepping up its demand for permitting Tai Situ Rimpoche to come back
to Rumtek and is reportedly also intending to send a delegation to Tibet if
necessary via Nepal for bringing the Tibetan reincarnate Karmapa to be
formally installed in the Rumtek monastery. They are displaying a certain
sense of urgency in the matter as they are apprehensive that the reincarnate
Lama recognised by the Shamar group who is already now in Kalimpong for
approximately a month, and who intends to be in Kalimpong for about five
months, may be brought to Sikkim and attempts may be made to instal him
in Rumtek. The Joint Action Committee has been urging the Government of
Sikkim to lift the ban on the entry of Tai Situ and give permission to bring
the reincarnate from Tibet to Rumtek while at the same time not allowing
Shamar Rinpoche to enter Sikkim. On the other hand the Shamar group not
only wants to re-enter the monastery from which they have been thrown out
but would like Shamar to be allowed to come back and indeed the
reincarnate identified by him to be installed in Rumtek. A potential conflict
of interests is definitely brewing.

CURRENT CONCERNS AND PROPOSED COURSES OF ACTION
Taking into account the fact that the Chinese Govt. is actively interested in
the Rumtek affairs and the emerging situation described above, it would be
necessary to anticipate events and consider possible courses of action. The
Sikkim Government rightly would be hesitant to act because of the belief
that a large proportion of the Bhutia/Lepcha population is inclined to accept
the Tibetan reincarnation primarily because of the blessings given by the
Dalai Lama and would not like to do anything which can be construed as
offending the sentiments of Bhutias/Lepchas. However, given the fact that
Sikkim occupies a strategic position, it would be most undesireable to have a
situation where a Tibetan reincarnation who is basically a Chinese National,
recognised by the Chinese, normally occupies a position in a monastery in
Sikkim. The Karmapoa reincarnate if at all is brought into Sikkim will not
come alone and may be accompanied by a very substantial entourage. Such
an event, can lead to consequences quite unpredictable and may affect the
security interests of the country very substantially. Clearly we cannot allow a
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situation where a Tibetan reincarnate is brought into Sikkim, however
vociferous such a demand may become.
The problem can assume complex dimensions because the regents as well as
the trustees lose their official authority, the moment the Karmapa reincarnate
attains the age of 21. We will have to consider steps well before this time.

We therefore have to take note of
(a) The clear intention of the Chinese to expand their influence on the
religious consciousness of not only the Tibetans but also of the population in
the entire Himalayan region.
(b) The fact that the Chinese are possibly preparing themselves for the post
Dalai Lama situation.
(c) The demand for the installation of the Tibetan Karmapa in Rumtek
which can become more strident as time goes by.
(d) The fact that the Chinese have not recognised Sikkim as part of India.
(e) The possible reaction of the local Bhutia/Lepcha to any steps that may
be taken to deny any access to the reincarnate from Tibet or alter the present
situation in Rumtek.
(f) On the other hand, while keeping our security interests in mind also
recognise the fact that the legitimate trustees have been disallowed from
functioning from the monastery by an act of the State Government and that
within the next five or six years both the regents and the trustees will lose
their status as religious and temporal authorities of Rumtek once the
Karmapa reincarnate attains the age of 21.

The two courses of action that can be suggested in this context are:(a) Whether the Dalai Lama can be inlfuenced to recognise the second
reincarnation and
(b) Whether steps can be taken to restore the trustees their legitimate control
over the monastery.
The two actions may have to be taken simultaneously and for this the full
co-operation of the State Govt. is absolutely essential.. The monastery iself
has to be cleansed of all unruly elements and offensive material which can
be used to prevent entry by anyone else and which can create an ugly law
and order situation.
The above issues require detailed consideration and a careful assessment of
both possibilities and consequences.
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